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Abstract:
Due to their high cross-field mobility, neutrals can contribute to momentum transport even
at the low relative densities found inside the separatrix and they can generate intrinsic
rotation. We use a charge-exchange dominated solution to the neutral kinetic equation,
coupled to neoclassical ions, to evaluate the momentum transport due to neutrals. Numerical solutions to the drift-kinetic equation allow us to model the intermediate collisionality
typical of the tokamak edge. In the edge there are several processes likely to contribute to
momentum transport in addition to neutrals. Therefore, we present here an interpretative
framework that can evaluate the momentum transport through neutrals based on radial
plasma profiles. We demonstrate its application with representative artificial profiles and
an analytical equilibrium, with parameters typical of L-mode in a medium-sized tokamak.
The magnitudes of the torques we find here due to neutrals are 0.5–5 N·m, motivating the
application of our framework to experimental data, where it will allow us to evaluate the
importance of the momentum flux due to neutrals compared to other transport mechanisms.

1

Introduction

Momentum transport in the tokamak edge is a crucial issue since rotation suppresses
magnetohydrodynamic instabilities such as resistive wall modes [1] and flow shear in the
edge suppresses turbulence, leading to high-confinement mode (H-mode) operation [2].
Neutral particles are always present in the edge of the confined plasma volume, and despite
their low relative density can contribute strongly to transport due to their high cross-field
mobility, as has been demonstrated theoretically [3–12]. The influence of neutrals on
confinement has also been observed experimentally [13–15] and the poloidal location of
gas-fuelling, inboard vs. outboard, has been seen to be important for the low- to highconfinement transition threshold [16–18].
It has been shown previously that when neutrals dominate the angular momentum
transport, the radial electric field and hence toroidal rotation can be self-consistently
calculated [10–12]. However, there will be other contributions, potentially of similar or
greater magnitude, for instance from turbulence, ion orbit losses [19], non-axisymmetric
magnetic fields or finite orbit width effects [20]. It is therefore important to evaluate the
momentum transport due to neutrals from experimental profiles, so that the magnitudes
of the various effects can be compared. Analytical solutions [10, 11] rely on asymptotic
ordering of the collisionality into Pfirsch-Schlüter (high collisionality) or banana (low collisionality) regimes. However, the conditions typical in the edge plasma produce order
unity collisionality νii Lk /vT ∼ 1, where vT is the thermal velocity, νii the ion-ion collision
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¸
rate and Lk = dθ dlk /dθ /2π the parallel connection length. In order to relax this constraint numerical solutions of the drift-kinetic equation must be used. Recently, the radial
electric field and toroidal rotation have been calculated numerically from the constraint
that the momentum flux through neutrals vanishes in steady state [12] that is, as noted
above, assuming that the neutrals dominate the momentum transport and also that the
radial gradient of the neutrals is the dominant profile gradient. The latter assumption
makes the calculation of the momentum flux local (otherwise it would depend on, for
instance, the radial gradient of the toroidal rotation and hence on second derivatives of
the density, temperature, etc.). Here, in order to avoid these assumptions, we introduce
a new approach which takes the background plasma profiles, including the radial electric
field, as given and allows us to calculate the momentum flux through neutrals directly,
without requiring that they are the only channel for momentum transport. This provides
an interpretative tool that can be applied to experimental data in order to compare the
magnitude of the neutral momentum transport to other mechanisms and to externally
applied torques. The interpretative approach is derived in Section 2 and applied to representative artificial profiles in Section 3; in Section 4 we return to the predictive approach
for comparison to the new results.

2

Neutral momentum transport

We outline here the calculation of the momentum flux through neutrals, which are coupled
by charge exchange to kinetic ions. Integrated over a flux Dsurface, the flux
E of toroidal
0
angular momentum carried by the neutral population is V Rζ̂ · Πn · ∇ψ where Πn =
´
mi d3 v vvfn is the stress tensor of the neutrals, fn is the distribution function of the
neutrals, ψ is 2π times the poloidal flux, V is the volume enclosed by a flux surface, a
prime denotes a derivative with respect to ψ, R is the major radius, ζ̂ = ∇ζ/ |∇ζ| with
ζ the toroidal angle, and mi is the mass of the ions or neutrals.
Our solution to the kinetic equation for fn relies on several approximations. We take
a short charge-exchange (CX) mean-free-path (MFP) expansion; although the MFP is
not always short compared to profile length scales in the edge, it was found in [9] that
the approximation is surprisingly accurate, compared to a full solution allowing arbitrary
MFP for a special class of self-similar profiles. We neglect ionization, but this is most
important for the determination of the neutral density profile, which we take as an input;
ionization affects the momentum transport only by changing the effective collision rate
[6]. We use a simplified CX collision operator [4] that allows us to close the neutral kinetic
equation in an efficient way [6], as described below. These approximations allow us to
avoid the computational expense of Monte Carlo neutral codes, e.g. EIRENE [21], while
retaining coupling to the kinetic ion distribution, rather than only a drifting Maxwellian
as implemented in [21].
The steady state neutral kinetic equation then takes the form [6]


nn
1
fi − fn ,
(1)
v · ∇fn =
τCX ni
where nn and ni are the neutral and ion densities and fi is the ion distribution function.
−1
= ni hσviCX is the characteristic rate for charge-exchange interactions with hσviCX
τCX
the thermal charge exchange rate, hσviCX = 2.82 × 10−14 m3 ·s−1 for Deuterium ions and
neutrals at 100 eV [22]. Solving perturbatively for small τCX vT /L, where vT is the thermal
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speed and L is a characteristic length scale of the background profiles,
fn(0) =
fn(1)

nn
fi
ni

= −τCX v · ∇

(2)



nn
fi .
ni

(3)

(0)

fn contributes a term to the momentum flux which is negligible at O(δ) [23], being
(1)
proportional to Πi . Thus we need keep only fn and so
 ˆ




D
E
nn
3
0
0
fi
V Rζ̂ · Πn · ∇ψ = −mi τCX V R d v ζ̂ · v (∇ψ · v) v · ∇
ni
 

ˆ


d
Rnn
2
0
3
≈ −mi τCX
V
d v ζ̂ · v (∇ψ · v) fi
,
(4)
dψ
ni
d
neglecting ∇2 ψ and using the identities h∇ · Ai = V10 dψ
(V 0 h∇ψ · Ai) for any A [23] and
 
vv : ∇ Rζ̂ = 01 . Including the gyroradius correction, the ion distribution function at
the particle position r is

fi (r) = fi,gc0 (r) −

eΦ1
fi,gc0 (r) − ρ · ∇fi,gc0 (r) + gi (r)
Ti

(5)

where fi,gc0 is a Maxwellian, ρ = r − Rgc is the gyroradius vector with Rgc the guiding
centre position, Φ1 = Φ − hΦi is the poloidally varying part of the electrostatic potential
Φ and 0, 1 subscripts refer to the order in a δ = ρ/L gyroradius expansion. The first two
terms do not contribute to (4) as they are isotropic in v. We obtain the non-adiabatic piece
of the perturbed distribution function, gi = fi,gc1 + ei Φ1 fi,gc0 /Ti from numerical solutions
of the first order drift kinetic equation using the perfect neoclassical solver (run here
in radially-local mode) [24], which assume that the flow is subsonic, V ∼ O(δvT ).

3

Neutral contribution

In order to gain insight into the potential importance of the neutrals for rotation in
the edge in the presence of NBI torque and for comparison to other momentum transport mechanisms, we evaluate the neutral momentum flux (4) for representative background profiles with parameters typical of a medium-sized tokamak. For the equilibrium
we take analytical solutions to the Grad-Shafranov equation [25]2 . The input parameters of the equilibrium are characteristic of ASDEX Upgrade: major radius of the plasma
centre R0 = 1.65 m, inverse aspect ratio  = 0.303, elongation κ = 1.8, triangularity
δ = 0.2, vacuum magnetic field at the plasma centre B0 = −2.5 T, normalized toroidal
pressure βT = 0.03 and plasma current Ip = 800 kA. The assumed background profiles
used throughout this section and the next are shown in FIG. 1. We consider neutrals with
poloidal profiles that are uniform, Gaussian (with width π/5 rad) or δ-function, keeping the flux-surface
averaged density profile hnn i = 1017 exp (−(1 − ρpol )/0.03) m−3 fixed,
p
where ρpol = ψ/ψsep is a flux coordinate with ψsep the value of ψ at the separatrix. The
maximum local density for the Gaussian profile reaches 1.3 × 1018 m−3 at ρpol = 0.995.
 
This identity follows from the fact that vv is a symmetric tensor, while ∇ Rζ̂ is antisymmetric.
2
Evaluated in Python using an implementation available at [26]
1
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FIG. 1: Profiles used for the simulation
as a function of ρpol : ion density ni (blue,
dashed); flux surface average of the neutral
density hnn i × 100 (green, solid); and ion
temperature Ti (red, dotted).

FIG. 2: Momentum flux through neutrals
as a function of ρpol . Poloidal profiles are
δ-function at outboard midplane (blue, dotted), Gaussian with width π/5 rad centred
at outboard midplane (green, solid) and
uniform (red, dashed).

This is broadly consistent with modelling of ASDEX discharges with outboard gas-puff
[27].
The neutrals provide more effective transport of toroidal angular momentum when
they are on the outboard side of the tokamak, due to the larger major radius and poloidal
magnetic field Bp , as can be seen from (4), noting that |∇ψ| = RBp . The poloidal distribution of the neutrals is therefore expected to be important. FIG. 2 shows the momentum
transport in the absence of a radial electric field; we can see that the difference in momentum flux between the cases with uniformly distributed and outboard localized neutrals is
large. Previous work, both analytical [10, 11] and numerical [12], used δ-function localized
neutrals for convenience. We can also see from FIG. 2 that there is only a small difference
between this approximation and the case of neutrals localized near the outboard midplane
as a Gaussian.
When the neutrals are localized on the outboard side of the plasma, the momentum
flux for the model case considered approaches −0.5 N·m. For comparison 1 MW of NBI
heating at R0 with 100 keV particles gives 1.1 N·m of torque. This indicates the significance
of the momentum flux through neutrals, especially when modelling intrinsic rotation and
for the sustainment of an edge transport barrier.
We now consider the effect of the radial electric field Er . Strong fields appear in Hmode in the edge transport barrier, and the orderings of neoclassical theory begin to break
down, but even in L-mode there can be a well in the radial electric field at the edge [28].
The radial electric field Er enters fi only through the toroidal velocity, since we assume a
low flow ordering V ∼ δ vT here. The momentum flux driven through neutrals by ∇Er is
therefore


dEr
2
= −τCX V R Ti nn
V Rζ̂ · Πn · ∇ψ
dr
∇Er




 dEr
1 
19
−3 −1
17
−3
−2
≈ −0.24 N m ni / 3 × 10 m
[Ti / 100 eV] 2 hnn i / 10 m
/ kV·m
(6)
dr
0
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FIG. 3: Radial electric field Er at the outboard midplane as a function of ρpol .
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FIG. 4: Momentum flux through neutrals
as a function of ρpol —full flux (4) (blue,
solid) and approximate dEr /dr piece (6)
(red, dashed)—for Er shown in FIG. 3 with
neutrals localized as a δ-function at the outboard midplane.

where the last line is evaluated for neutrals localized as a δ-function at the outboard midplane and with the separatrix parameters R = 2.15 m and V 0 (ρpol = 0.995) ≈ 27.4 T−1 ·m.
To show the magnitude of the momentum flux driven by Er shear, we take the Er
well shown in FIG. 3 as an input, which is of the size observed in experiment [28]. The
gradient length scale of the electrostatic
potential is LΦ = Ti /eEr & 2 cm while the
√
poloidal gyroradius is smaller 2mi Ti /eBp ≈ 0.5 cm, so the local drift-kinetic ordering
is satisfied for this Er well. FIG. 4 compares the full momentum flux (4) and the piece
driven by dEr /dr (6), showing that for these background profiles the electric field shear
drive dominates the momentum flux through neutrals. The size of the momentum flux in
the Er well is comparable to the NBI torque (for outboard localized neutrals) indicating
their importance for edge momentum transport.

4

Neutral dominated rotation

In order to see whether the neutrals alone can generate an Er comparable to that seen in
L-mode experiments, in this section we return to the procedure presented in [12] to evaluate the self-consistent edge electric field for which the momentum flux vanishes, when
neutrals dominate the momentum transport. Note that in this section we assume, as discussed above and in [12], that other background gradients can be neglected compared to
dnn /dψ when evaluating (4). We must pick a flux surface for this method; we use the
ρpol = 0.975 surface, which is near enough to the plasma edge to still have a substantial
neutral density. The temperature, density and their gradients are taken from the profiles
in FIG. 1. A scan in the poloidal location of the neutrals, showing the effect of changing
the gas fuelling location, is shown as the green, solid curve in FIG. 5. We also plot, as
dashed curves, scans for higher and lower bulk ion collisionalities where the density is
varied with fixed logarithmic gradients; this scan demonstrates that, as expected from the
value of the collisionality νii Lk /vT = 0.532, the ions are intermediate between the asymptotically high and low collisionality regimes where, as shown in [29], the simulation values
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Er / kV m−1

approach the analytical limits. The values
of the electric field generated purely by the
neutral effect considered here, FIG. 5, are
smaller but of similar magnitude to those
examined in FIGs. 3 and 4, which are relevant to experimental L-mode observations
[28]. Since in these solutions the output
electric field is proportional to the input
temperature gradient, for stronger intrinsic
rotation to be driven by neutrals, strong
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 temperature gradients are required; these
θn / rad
are challenging for standard neoclassical
(or gyrokinetic) transport modelling since
FIG. 5: Radial electric field Er as a function they drive the order zero distribution funcof poloidal location of the neutrals θn . Legend tion away from Maxwellian. Despite the
shows collisionality of passing particles. Solid challenges, progress is being made in neoline is nominal collisionality.
classical pedestal modelling [24, 30–32].
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Discussion

We have demonstrated that charge-exchanging neutrals can carry a significant momentum
flux in the tokamak edge, potentially comparable to the NBI torque if the neutrals are
localized on the outboard side of the plasma. The formalism developed in [10, 11] and
first implemented numerically in [12] has been extended to enable interpretative studies
evaluating the momentum transport through neutrals for experimental profiles and equilibria. In this interpretative mode, the radial variation of the background profiles does
not have to be neglected compared to the radial gradient of the neutral density. We use
inputs characteristic of an L-mode plasma in a medium sized tokamak to demonstrate this
capability and show that a significant flux of momentum can be carried by the neutrals,
motivating the application to experimental data in future.
The approach taken here allows rapid experimentation with parameters and profiles
and provides both qualitative insight and at least order of magnitude estimates of the
momentum transport due to neutrals. Despite the limitations of the modelling described
here, some qualitative conclusions are clear. The strength of the neutral momentum transport is much stronger for neutrals located on the outboard side of the tokamak than on the
inboard side. This is due both to the smaller moment of force due to smaller major radius
and to the smaller physical-space gradients of flux-function plasma profiles which have
poloidally constant gradients in ψ-space, as |∇ψ| = RBp is smaller on the inboard side.
Likewise near the X-point, where Bp is small, the influence of the neutrals will be weak.
Therefore the braking of externally driven rotation will be larger (more unfavourable) for
outboard than inboard or X-point neutrals, favouring fuelling from the inboard side or
X-point. On the other hand, if it is desired to drive intrinsic rotation using the neutral
momentum flux, then this will compete more effectively with other momentum transport
channels if the neutrals are located on the outboard side and might be able to generate
substantial radial electric fields in H-mode pedestals.
Intrinsic rotation is particularly important for future tokamaks such as ITER since
the torque from NBI heating will be weaker in larger devices. The interesting case, as
we have seen, is with steep temperature profiles in H-mode, but modelling these is ex-
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tremely challenging since the deviations from a Maxwellian distribution are not small,
so that a non-linear collision operator is needed, and the steep gradients also necessitate
radially-global solutions. State of the art numerical solutions of the neutral kinetic equation couple only to a drifting-Maxwellian plasma [21]. However, the temperature gradient
driven departure of the ions from a local Maxwellian distribution drives a momentum flux
in the neutral distribution function [4, 11]. Thus when the external torque is large, so that
the rotation driven momentum flux dominates, the drifting-Maxwellian description of the
plasma is sufficient, but when there are steep temperature gradients, or for intrinsic rotation where the external torque vanishes, a kinetic model for the plasma is needed. In the
linear region where standard neoclassical theory and modelling are valid, the transport is
proportional to the gradients, so significantly stronger momentum transport through neutrals may be expected in steep gradient regions, such as the H-mode pedestal, although
quantitative evaluation, requiring the development of more sophisticated codes coupling
fully kinetic neutrals to kinetic ions, remains a challenging subject for future research.
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